College Senate approves SGA's alcohol proposal

by Brian Fitzgerald

The College Senate voted in favor of a resolution yesterday that will allow a reccomendation be made to the administration in favor of restoring alcohol services to the Rathskeller.

In a heated debate that involved varying opinions on both sides of the issue, the collective voice of the students was heard.

During Student Government Association elections held last year, a referendum to bring alcohol back to the Rat was voted on. Of the 1000 students surveyed, 90% supported the referendum. This gave a signal to the Rath back on the table. The issue concerning alcohol services in the May 1992 resolution concerning varying opinions on both sides of the issue, the collective voice of the students was heard.

The College Senate, which is made up of administration, professional staff members, faculty, and students, has the sole power to make a recommendation to the administration.

The Senate only has two students that have the power to vote, James Cotter and Rita Guerra. The recommendation to the administration will also include a referendum that states that if the Rat is opened for alcohol consumption, beer and wine only will be served. The recommendation to the administration will also include a referendum that states that if the Rat is opened for alcohol consumption, beer and wine only will be served. The Senate will also be evaluated for its effect on the campus one year after its opening.

Setting the tone of the debate, Senator Weston, a Senator at Large, said, "People should have a choice... it adds to the attraction of the campus community. I feel as if we're back in the era of Prohibition."

The average age of MSC undergraduate students is 22, 53% or 6,478 students are over 21.

Vivian Rodriguez, an SGA representative also stated, "We need a place as a campus community where we can go and socialize. If we treat students like children, they will act like children."

The College Senate, which is made up of administration, professional staff members, faculty, and students, has the sole power to make a recommendation to the administration.

The Senate only has two students that have the power to vote, James Cotter and Rita Guerra. The recommendation to the administration will also include a referendum that states that if the Rat is opened for alcohol consumption, beer and wine only will be served. The Senate will also be evaluated for its effect on the campus one year after its opening.

Setting the tone of the debate, Senator Weston, a Senator at Large, said, "It is a truly emotional issue... but nothing is irrevocable."

Students also complained that they are being overcharged. ACUS offers students a discounted rate on long distance calls, charging them four percent less than it would from a pay phone (15 cents for the first minute and four cents for each additional unit), but ACUS does not charge for local calls. They allow the university or the local phone company to print the charge on their bill. ACUS is only a long-distance service. Selina Lawson, a resident of Webster Hall, said, "They're not sending us printouts of the bill, and the printouts are wrong." Ed Buscavage, on-campus liaison

Please turn to page 3

Clouds of dust obscure the recently opened sidewalk in front of Sprague Library

Students voicing concerns about phone system

by Lisa Cohn

Several MSC dorm residents are having difficulties with their phone service. AT&T College & University System (ACUS) has received different complaints from some of the Montclair students that are set up for the service. Students complained that their personal security code, which allows them to call from any phone connected to ACUS, was being cut off before they reached the $100 credit limit. According to an AT&T employee, ACUS will only cut off a student's security code if they exceed their credit limit, miss a payment, or if the code or computer system was malfunctioning. If the student calls AT&T's 800 number, their credit code can be reactivated in a matter of hours.

Students also complained that they are being overcharged. ACUS offers students a discounted rate on long distance calls, charging them four percent less than it would from a pay phone (15 cents for the first minute and four cents for each additional unit), but ACUS does not charge for local calls. They allow the university or the local phone company to print the charge on their bill. ACUS is only a long-distance service. Selina Lawson, a resident of Webster Hall, said, "They're not sending us printouts of the bill, and the printouts are wrong." Ed Buscavage, on-campus liaison

Please turn to page 3

Board of Trustees discusses racist and sexist graffiti at MSC

by Edward Curry

Racist, sexist and homophobic graffiti is springing up on many places on campus. In a plea for tolerance at Montclair State, at the November 12 meeting of the Board of Trustees, Dr. Edward Boyno, Faculty Representative, said the problem "requires increasing vigilance" on the part of staff and students alike.

Boyno also said that the College Senate is still asking the administration to severe ties with the ROTC, because of their intolerance of gays in the military. This could change due to U.S. District Judge Terry J. Hatter Jr.'s recent decision in the Meinhold case, which has the Clinton administration's full support.

Faculty morale is at an all time low due to the lack of promotions and new hiring caused by past and future budget deficiencies. Even the most motivated faculty member has a one in forty chance for promotion. Boyno said, "The prevailing attitude is one of resignation." Seth Libowitz, student member of the Board, expressed student concern for the legalization of alcohol consumption.

Please turn to page 3
Players is presenting, *Lovers and Other Strangers*, five comedies by Renee Taylor and Joseph Bologna. It will be held Thursday through Saturday, Nov. 19 - 21 at 8p.m. and Sunday Nov. 22 at 2 p.m.

A $2 donation is requested for Make a Wish Foundation.

An AIDS discussion will be held on Nov. 19, from 10 a.m. to noon in rooms 411-412 in the Student Center. It is sponsored by Nicholas Martini for Public Policy and the Women's Center. Admission is free.

The sixth annual Thanksgiving Convocation is being held on Nov. 23 at 12:10 p.m. in the Student Center Ballroom A. It is sponsored by the Campus Ministry Council.

### INTERNATIONAL

**The United Nations Security Council** voted Monday to authorize a naval blockade of the Danube River and Adriatic Coast of Yugoslavia. They also ordered that force may be used to back up the blockade and strengthened economic sanctions on the nation. About 1500 police officers sealed off a military cemetery in Berlin to stop 1000 Neo-Nazis from marching to the site on Germany’s Veterans’ Day.

**Nobel Peace Prize winner Rigoberta Menchu**, a Guatemalan native Indian who fled to Mexico after her parents were killed by the U.S. backed government in 1981, said the prize is meaningless unless it brings attention to the plight of the natives in the Western Hemisphere. She plans to return to Guatemala, despite the possibility she will be killed, in December.

Accusations that the U.S. government withheld information on the identity of “Ivan the Terrible” will now be heard in an Israeli court. John Demjanjuk was stripped of his U.S. citizenship and extradited to Israel for trial on charges he was a Death Camp guard at the Treblinka Concentration Camp. Some have said the U.S. government withheld information Demjanjuk was the wrong man. Demjanjuk has claimed his innocence and says he was a prisoner in a different camp. Despite the fact several survivors could not identify Demjanjuk as the guard he was convicted and sentenced to death.

### NATIONAL

Gay men and women have been recognized in Cambridge, Massachusetts, under a city ordinance known as Domestic Partners. The move gives them the same rights as married couples.

The Supreme Court ruled that incinerators are not dangerous because the ash they produce can be labelled as non-hazardous. This ruling told a Federal Appeals Court to restudy its decision that ash produced from incinerators needed special storage and disposal because it is toxic.

Although it has dropped, about 1 in 5 Americans continue to hold Anti-semitic attitudes. Anti-semitic prejudice is most prevalent among people over 65, those with less than a high school education, blue collar workers and blacks. The study was commissioned by the Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith.

Two police officers were charged with second degree murder and another with manslaughter. The charges were levied because of a motorist’s death. Three other suspended officers were not charged. The motorist was black but so was the officer charged with manslaughter but the parallels to the L.A. beating case raise fears of possible racial tensions.

President Bush announced that the White House is “shifting gears” to ready for the Clinton transition. Clinton is trying to keep expectations low for his first 100 days by saying, “I can’t say for sure which will and won’t pass.”

### LOCAL

A storm ripped through our area late last week with the heavy rains and gusty winds. Gusts as high as 77 m.p.h. were reported at LaGuardia Airport. Trees and limbs were the only casualties of the wind.

A chemical tanker spilled thousands of gallons of acid on Route 9 near Sayerville. The spill caused traffic delays throughout Northeast New Jersey on Monday night. The truck simply split in half and vapors from the 4200 gallon of hydrochloric acid made several motorists ill.

Passaic Mayor Joseph Lipari’s trial entered its fifth week. Prosecutors claim Lipari took as much as $175,000 in kickbacks from two city businessmen. Lipari faces 14 extortion counts, conspiracy and tax evasion.

New Jersey legislators spent most of Monday trying to hammer out reforms that would help relieve some of the ails that characterize the state’s health crisis. The Assembly voted 72 to 1 in an effort to pass a bill that requires health insurers to subsidize the losses of Blue Cross/Blue Shield in the market.

New Jersey’s efforts to meet the standards of the Clean Air Act will almost certainly include the “California” car. On top of the low emission vehicles, social and business car pooling will be recommended and incentives may be offered to make them more attractive. By 1994, new emission standards will also be required by the state.

---

**Weather Forecast**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thursday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
<th>Saturday</th>
<th>Sunday</th>
<th>Monday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mostly Cloudy</td>
<td>Some sun and clouds</td>
<td>Chance of showers</td>
<td>Rainy</td>
<td>Mostly Sunny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low: 32</td>
<td>Low: 30</td>
<td>Low: 33</td>
<td>Low: 42</td>
<td>Low: 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High: 40</td>
<td>High: 45</td>
<td>High: 48</td>
<td>High: 50</td>
<td>High: 46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Corrections**

Last week’s back page Football photo was taken by Ken Onorevoll.
SGA NEWS:
Legislators celebrate Ad-Hoc victory
by Kelly J. Schab

In related news, Robert Laratta will be replacing Herbst as the new Ad-Hoc alcohol committee chair. As Leto said, “Rob was the only one crazy enough to take this position.” Laratta, the new Ad-Hoc chair, congratulated everyone for their work for the Ratt.

Dean Martin commended the leadership of the Ad-Hoc alcohol committee and said about their campaign, “That’s the way you do things. You do your homework, you support each other, you conduct yourselves properly, and you carry the day.”

One of the legislators on the Ad-Hoc committee, Rick Leto, added that, “Susie Herbst [the former Ad-Hoc chairperson] drove the alcohol committee for one and a half years. I feel bad that she had to quit so close to the end of the race. She carried it halfway almost by herself.”

There was much celebration in the SGA meeting yesterday because the College Senate passed a resolution to bring alcohol back to the Rathskeller.

Academic Affairs stated that they need to get in touch with the students to ask about their feelings on the library. They will present a survey asking about the students’ feelings on library hours and other such questions. The committee will give each legislator twenty surveys to be completed by December 13, 1992, and will be evaluated then presented to the director of the library on December 16, 1992.

Leibowitz said the students are paying for a service and expect to be “treated with respect and concern.”

The Welfare and External Committee spoke of the cost of refurbishments in MSC. They stated that it will take $30 million dollars to make the changes. There has also been some concern over where to put students book bags when they visit the college bookstore.

It was suggested that a claim/check system be used in the store instead of lockers since the lockers will be mostly unused after the rush at the beginning of each semester.

A study has been conducted by this committee monitoring the shuttle bus system. They said there has been some improvement shown as it mostly takes an eight to nine minute wait to catch a bus and takes fifteen to twenty minutes only on occasion.

It was reported that all Class I organizations have spent $193,000 so far this semester (not including the $20,000 cost of the Soup Dragons concert) and have $100,000 left to spend.

During Open Forum, there was a suggestion to make the Student Center box office more noticeable by putting a marquee or some neon lights up to attract attention.

Latin American Student Organization Presents:
Closing Ceremonies for LATIN MONTH
Come And Join Us!

Share The Peace!
LASO is a Class One Organization of the S.G.A.
LASO PARTY
COMING YOUR WAY
SOON!

CELEBRATE!

Latin American Students Organization is a Class One Organization of the S.G.A.
Theft
11/11/92 A female Blanton resident reported that her wallet was stolen from the Student Center Cafe while it was left briefly unattended. 11/13/92 An employee of Frank J. Hills Inc. reported that a piece of construction equipment was stolen during their lunch break. The theft occurred in the new academic building in lot 13.
11/15/92 The vending machine located on College Hall's first floor was forcibly entered and the merchandise was stolen. The vending service was notified.

Burglary - Theft
11/11/92 A male Bohn resident reported the theft of his property from his room in Bohn. His roommate made the original report on 11/8/92.

Theft from Motor Vehicle
11/13/92 A female Blanton resident reported that her car was broken into and that property was stolen while her car was parked over several days in lot 23.
11/13/92 A male Bohn resident reported that his car was broken into and that property was stolen while his car was parked over several days in lot 22.
11/13/92 A female Blanton resident reported that her car was broken into and that property was stolen while her car was parked in lot 21 over several days.
11/13/92 A male Bohn resident reported that his car was broken into and that property was stolen while his car was parked in lot 21 over several days.

Criminal Mischief (Arrest)
11/16/92 Four Bohn Hall residents were involved in the damaging of a glass ventilation pipe in Richardson Hall. The damage was discovered during the search of the building for four trespassers in Richardson by an executive officer. The damage was caused by two of the four males dropping rocks into the pipe. They are facing criminal charges for the damage. The other two males will not be charged with the damage though they were indirectly involved.

Possible Stolen Property/ Attempted Trespass
11/16/92 Shelley Jackson, Director of Blanton Hall, reported that a student attempted to enter Blanton by using the lost or stolen ID of a Blanton resident. Jackson handled the matter administratively. The incident actually occurred on 10/30/92.

Terroristic Threats
11/15/92 A female dis­patcher at police headquarters reported that she received a bomb threat from a female caller which caused the evacuation of Richardson Hall for 25 minutes.

Harassment
11/16/92 A female resi­dent of Freeman Hall received a phone call from a male who identified himself as an AT&T operator and claimed that she had not paid her bill. When she identified herself as an AT&T operator and claimed that she had not paid her bill, he began making obscene com­ments and laughed at her. She hung up.

Consuming Alcohol Under Age (Minor)
11/13/92 A female R.A. in Stone Hall reported that a student attempted to enter Stone Hall by using the lost or stolen ID of a Blanton resident. Jackson handled the matter administratively. The male student was left briefly unattended. The incident actually occurred on 11/13/92.

Concerned Parent
11/13/92 A parent of a student expressed concern about not hearing from his daughter for several days. The last time that he had heard from her was when she told him that she was staying on campus with a friend. Responding officers checked Residence Life guest records but the female's name did not appear. The father was advised and declined any further assistance.

Medical
11/13/92 A female R.A. was dragged into Blanton Hall by an unidentified sorority sis­ter. Officers responded to an executive security call. The R.A. was found semi-conscious, appeared to be intoxicated, and had difficulty responding to questions. According to her sorority sister, the R.A. was at a fraternity party in Belleville and had consumed six 16-ounce glasses of punch made with vodka and grain alcohol. Montclair Volunteer Ambulance re­sponded and she was taken to Mountainside Hospital. Neither she nor her friend would give the fraternity name.

Edited by Kelly J. Schab
Captains Meeting
Tuesday, Nov. 24 3:30-5 p.m.
in the S.I.L.C. office
$20 League Fee Required (No Money, No Play) Max. 10 Player Roster

STREET HOCKEY
Every Friday 1-5 p.m. in Gym 6
also occasional weeknights

S.I.L.C. is a Class One Organization of the S.G.A. 893-5245

IDC
Part Time
IDC, a leader in the fund-raising field, is currently seeking personable, professionally minded people to contact donors on behalf of non-profit groups—hospitals, academies and colleges.

$7.00 per hour Bonus to start

Evening and Weekend Shifts Available

Call Stan at 338-6302 for more info. Monday - Friday 12 - 4 p.m.

Are you interested in teaching English for a year overseas? (You do not have to be certified)

Learn about the Japan Exchange and Teaching Program!

Naomi Ono from the Japan Information Center will discuss Teaching Opportunities in Japan
Friday, November 20, 1992 10:30-11:30 a.m.
Student Center Annex Rm. 106
sponsored by Career Services

141 Bloomfield Ave.
Verona
201 239-9776

S.I.L.C.
Volleyball

MSC NIGHT
Thursday is
MSC NIGHT
$5.00 60 oz.
PITCHERS
THIS COUPON GOOD FOR FREE ADMISSION

141 Bloomfield Ave.
Verona
201 239-9776

The Montclarion
Advertisements
Thursday, November 19, 1992
MSC students get a peek at Fall fashions
by Kristy Capobianco

After a 10 minute delay due to a fire-dial in the Student Center Wednesday evening, the Fall For Fashion show resumed as planned.

Sponsored by the Home Economics Department the procession of fall colors displayed by MSC students paraded in way down the runway. Home Economics major among other students displayed the popular fall fashions this season that had been loaned to them by local stores. Contributing firms included Lerner, Ginny II, and Cory Tuxedos who donated the clothes. Among the popular outfits and crowd pleasers were long Paisley skirts and white blouses along with teal denim jeans and silk blouses.

Additionally, khaki pants with blue denim shirts and floral ties for men received great fanfare. The funds collected from the door will go towards the Home Economics Scholarship Fund.
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PECULIAR PEOPLE AND WIGGLING WONDERS

Coming to you bi-weekly by Appetite Cotter

This is a bad article. So sorry. I'm flipping too.

You've been bowsed down with work, man I can dig. Its coming out of your ears: papers, exams, outlines, your Mom screaming, the cat having kittens, your roommate and that satanic cult thing. You're at that breaking point, the space between reality and total acute wigging out. You can see it on the horizon, you can taste it, see it in front of you like the flesh attached to your wrist. Picture if you dare.

You're sitting naked in front of your typewriter, sipping coffee directly from the pot, and calmly cigarette butts from the ashtray through your nose. Then the shaking begins. It starts slowly, like an typewriter, sipping coffee direcdy from the pot and into your eyes. Then you're on the floor, gagging and spitting like a puddle of your own drool until your eyelids begin a pendelum motion and it reverberates throughout the room...

"I am FLIPPING over here!!! Do you HEAR ME? I AM QUAKER OATMEAL BOILED TO PERFECTION AT 180 DEGREES! TROUT AND ALIGNMENT! HOUStON, WE HAVE IGNITION!"

Clawing your way into the bathroom, you rest your head against the cool white surface of Uncle John. With your last burst of energy, you shove your head deep into the bowl and pass out with bits of Scummy cleansing wipes wrapped in your hair...

Now listen, these scenes of chaos can be avoided. One way to budget your time, set priorities and work towards tangible goals. Eat three a day and get plenty of rest. But for the otherwise inclined, there are far more creative ways to cure your ills. In a word, INDULGIE. Not in boose or sex or even drugs. No my fellow urchins, indulge in the time honored secrets that college students over the years have used to defy modern science.

Eat toothpaste. Not just little dabs here and there on your fingertips, I mean tubes and tubes of Tartar Control Crest. Spoonfuls! Bowlfuls! Kegs and kegs filled with wonderful radiant blue goo! It will make your kidneys turn blue, but it'll make you feel a whole lot better.

If you find little else to do, with success with the Crest thing, take trays from the cafeteria. They've got lots of them! Take the damn trays from the cafeteria. You will feel superior towards your fellow peons plus get an engrossing tour of the campus.

If all else fails, keep taking trays from the cafeteria, soon there won't be any.

Regardless, take the trays and start making barricades anywhere people have to go in and out.

Get some duct tape to fuse them together. People will get extremely angry, and quite possibly beat the pulp out of you, but it will take your mind off of things for a while.

And of course there's always the ride the shuttle bus routine. Early in the day, get on any shuttle bus with enough provisions to hold you over for at least 8 or 9 hours. Get in the back seat and harass people when they come on off.

"Hey buddy! Nice bookbag! HarHar Har!" or "HEY! You got a big booger in your nose! HO HO HO!!" You will feel superior towards your fellow peons plus get an engrossing tour of the campus.

If all else fails, buy stuff you don't need, like floral print placemats, or wrap yourself in toilet paper. Above all, don't flip out. Save your energy, it's almost time for finals.

Social

11/19 Zeta Beta Tau and AIX mixer
11/19 Sigma Delta Tau and Tau Kappa Epsilon go to N.J.I.T.
11/20 Sigma Delta Phi semi-formal
11/20 Lambda Theta Phi will be having a party at Secrets from 8p.m. to 1:30am.
11/22 Sigma Sigma Sisterhood ice skating.
11/24 Sigma Delta Phi will be having an open party.
11/24 Delta Phi Epsilon and Delta Kappa Psi turkey dinner.
11/24 Therta Kappa Epsilon and Alpha Iota Chi mixer.
11/24 Sigma Delta Phi and Alpha Chi Rho mixer.
12/3 Theta Kappa Chi and Zeta Beta Tau mixer.
12/4 Sigma Delta Tau semi-formal.

Philanthropy

AXP and Delta Phi Epsilon are going to a day care center to help build a fence for it.

U.G.C successfully completed their first community service project under the new executive board. They went to the Harmony House in Newark, a shelter for homeless families.

The members of Tau Phi Beta will be serving the homeless Christmas dinner at a local soup kitchen.

Lambda Theta Phi will be conquering Mallory Hall for the Deskbutlers, Assignment #2.

Theta Kappa Chi will be visiting the children's wing at Hackensack Medical Center on Fri Nov. 20. Theta Kappa Chi's annual toy drive will begin on Nov 30 and will run for two weeks. New and used toys are accepted.

Alpha Phi Omega will be visiting the Newark Foodbank on Dec. 5 between 9 - 1 p.m.

Sigma Sigma Sigma will be holding a holiday party for handicapped children at the Elks Club in Parsippany on Saturday, Dec. 5.

Sigma Delta Tau will be holding a Chinese Auction on Sunday, Nov. 22 in The Student Center rms. 411-414. The proceeds from this event will be donated to the National Organization for the Prevention of Child Abuse.

Fundraising

Sigma Delta Phi is having a bake sale on Dec. 1.

Alpha Iota Chi is selling small paddles for $1 and plastic boxes for $5.

IFC is selling "I Survived Kill-A-Keg" T-shirts. See any fraternity if you want to buy one.

AXP is selling raffle tickets for a chance to win a Sega Genesis.

Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia holds a weekly bagel sale in McEachern Music building every Thursday morning. Proceeds will help to fund the Benjamin F. Wilkes Music Scholarship, to be awarded to an eligible male music student.

Sigma Delta Phi is still selling M&M's for $1 per box.

Tau Kappa Epsilon is selling pizza raffle tickets to win 10 free pizzas from Pizza 46. The tickets are $1 and are delivered free. Tickets call X5853 or see any brother of TKE.

Delta Epsilon Chi is selling Absolut Montclair shirts for $10.

Delta Epsilon Chi is having its Annual Flea Market on Tuesday, Nov. 24, from 9a.m. to 3p.m. in the ballrooms. Great early Christmas shopping.

Theta Xi is selling coupon books, save hundreds for only $10. Contact a brother for details.

Alpha Omega is selling M&M's, plain and peanut for $1 a box.

Deadline for events is Monday at 3:00 pm
Do you feel President-elect Bill Clinton will do a good job in running the country?

I believe that Clinton will do a very much improved job as president compared to Bush. He seems to have a plan or agenda for making things better. Besides, he couldn't make them any worse than what they are.

Lester Redrick
Biology, Junior

No way! Bill Clinton will do to our country what he did to Gennifer Flowers.

Alexia Zygiel
Early Childhood, Senior

Yes, because I believe he is more interested in helping the poor and the middle-class. He's also going to set up programs that will improve the education system in our country.

Lori Hatchett
English, Freshman

I believe Bill Clinton can do positive things for our country. It was definitely time for a change. His bills should pass through the Democratic congress easily and hopefully the economic situation will pick up.

Brian Bott
Recreation and Tourism, freshman

---

Sexual Harassment: The things we do to one another

by Rita Guerra

Holding up two flyers, each of them marred by ugly graffiti, Dr. Joan Ficke introduces a program on sexual harassment recently in the Women's Center. Called Sexual Harassment—The Things We Do To One Another, the program featured presentations by Professor Huey Alcaro of the Department of Home Economics and former Director of the Women's Center, Ms. Jill Greenbaum of the Bergen County Rape Crisis Center, and Dr. Susan Herman, Director of Psychological Services here at MSC.

The flyers, Dr. Ficke said, had been posted on the Women's Center bulletin board. To provide convincing proof of the need for programs on sexual harassment, she told a large audience that someone had written, "The four F's for women — find them, feel them, f— them, forget them," on one flyer. On the other, someone had written "Find them, f— them."

One of the flyers announced a march protesting violence against women. The other advertised the graduate school fair on campus. Dr. Ficke, Director of the Women's Center, described the graffiti as "disgusting" and "violent."

The point, of course, is that hostility toward women exists here at MSC, and that we simply must confront the myth that violence against women is not a common problem or real issue.

The speakers for the program repeatedly stressed the frequency, range and severity of the problem. All three described years of experience with real cases, and provided vivid examples and statistics to illustrate the extent of the problem. The speakers included college campus examples, including some from MSC, in their remarks.

Perhaps the most useful description to emerge from the program is that an entire range of behaviors, falling on a continuum from less severe to most severe, can be and are considered harassing and aggressive. Examples ranged from inappropriate and suggestive comments, to innuendo about sexual expectations, to unwanted touching, to forced sexual experiences, abuse and rape.

It seemed clear from the program that we should be working harder on instilling values like respect and responsibility. Until we do, women will be subject to unacceptable hostility and violence in all its forms.

---

Cash for Books

The College Store

December 10 - 23
Monday - Thursday 8:30 am - 7:30 pm
Friday 8:30 am - 4:00 pm
Sat. (Dec. 19) 9:00 am - 1:00 pm
I.D. Required

ARE YOU SICK OF PEOPLE PUTTING AMERICA DOWN?
TELL US ABOUT IT.
893-5230
The internationally acclaimed conductor/violinist Jaime Laredo returns to join the New Jersey Symphony Orchestra for chamber orchestra series performances featuring the music of Vivaldi. The concerts will take place on Friday Nov. 27, 8:30 p.m. at Richardson Auditorium in Princeton; Saturday, Nov. 28, 8 p.m. in New Brunswick; and Sunday, Nov. 29, 3 p.m. at the John Harms Center in Englewood and 8 p.m. at the Morris Museum in Morristown.

The all-Vivaldi program will include the popular Four Seasons for Violin & Orchestra, with violinist Jaime Laredo; the Concerto Grosso in D minor, No. 11; the Concerto in E minor for Bassoon featuring NJSO principal bassoon Robert Wagner; the Sinofia in B minor, "Al satiro sopracolo"; and the Concerto in C major for Two Flutes featuring NJSO Bassetti Bart Peller and Kathleen Nester.

For Metallica information please contact Helen S. Paxton or Martha Williams at (201)624-3713, ext. 214 or 215.
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**Arts & Entertainment**

**The nuts and bolts of things**

by Sandra Cammillieri

On Friday, November 13, Friday Afternoon Performance Hours featured "The Nuts and Bolts of Things: Selected Vignettes From Life." Conceived, directed and performed by Rob Hilliard and Myke Van Dusen, Design Production majors, this performance combined a potpourri of reading, poetry, music, film scenes, playscenes, and improvisational skits. The inclusion of this variety flavoured the show with a dramatic appeal. Also, the use of a sundry array of props enhanced the uniqueness of this performance further. This offbeat pair performed together nicely. Although at times they were inaudible and not projecting their voices out towards the audience, they managed to keep the audience focused by the use of

*In the sword fight. Hilliard and Van Dusen had a concentrated rhythm which kept the scene suspenseful and pulsating.*

**Music Notes**

Upcoming shows and news releases

by Alex Castino

Fresh from this summer's Lollapalooza tour, Ai Jorgensen and Ministry will invade New York City's Madison Square Garden on December 3. Supporting Ai Jorgensen, Friday night's offering, Fausta 60, 3 minutes of industrial trash is quite a frightening experience live. Opening the show will be the Zig Zag speedsters Sepulvada and New York's own, Helmet. Special "dance floor" tickets are available but some telling me this audience won't be waiting. This show promises to be brutal. Prepare yourself.

Seattle's Nirvana will be releasing "In Utero," and due to the success of Nevermind's "Papa Can't Do It," on November 15, Kurt Cobain and band mates will be previewing a song called "Rape Me" at the MTV Video Awards in September but the executives "forced" them to do "Lithium" (the song, not the drug).

Speaking of Seattle, Alice in Chains will play N.Y.C. N.Y. Garden on November 27.

If you missed them when they were here, MSG, the Spin Doctors will be playing the Beacon Theatre on New Years Eve. Maybe this time bassist Mark White won't yell at the crowd for moshing. Although it is kind of silly to be moshing to the Spin Doctors, I don't think it must be department keep an eye out for Motorvision, a 60 minute live Soundstage. The concert was filmed in L.A., where else, about the Tom Tom Club that is taken or drawn from all sorts of musical styles. We always do it in our own way, but it's not one of those bands... does just one style.

**Keeping time with the Tom Tom**

An interview with Tina and Bruce of the Tom Tom Club by Chris Miguel

When you come from a successful music group to explore the vast possibilities that the industry has to offer, there is a certain risk involved. However, if you're Tina Weymouth and Chris Frantz, one-half of the legendary Talking Heads, you can pretty much throw caution to the wind and do whatever you want. And they have.

Their group the Tom Tom Club has been making music for almost ten years now without distancing their allegiance to their first group. They've featured various artists on their rosters, including Adrian Belew on guitar, but the band has now settled into their personnel. And with their most recent album, Dark Sneak Love Action, they've been turning up the dance floors with their own brand of grooves and rhythms.

I had the pleasure of doing a WMCC on-air interview with Tina, who plays bass and sings, and percussionist Bruce Martin, before they took the stage last Monday night at Memorial Auditorium. What I got was an impromptu lesson in music history, and as you'll soon see, you can learn a lot from talking to living legends...

**Chris Frantz, Mark Roloue, Tina Weymouth, and Bruce Martin of the Tom Tom Club**

T: Yeah. We always like to make music that you could dance to, but also that you could appreciate on

their changing props and actions.

Two very well constructed scenes consisted of a sword fight and a survival scene. In the sword fight, Hilliard and Van Dusen had a concentrated rhythm which kept the scene suspenseful and pulsating. This scene was blocked and performed quite well. The survival scene which denoted an episode from Patrick Meyer's K2 was also very dramatically staged. Here, Hilliard and Van Dusen assumed the roles of two men stuck on a mountain in freezing weather who philosophical about the value of life. Both performers imbue their characters with profound emotional depth.

The directors' main goals in doing "The Nuts and Bolts of Things" was to rekindle the ephemeral awe of childhood fantasies and to show a different perspective on life.

The upcoming show for the Theatre Series is The Seagull on Dec. 3 through Dec. 13. For ticket information, call 893-5112.

Their group the Tom Tom Club has been making music for almost ten years now without dis-...
**LASO** presents its Latin Month Party
Featuring

**Los Hermanos Moreno!!!**

Yes, they will be here live!

**When:** Saturday, Nov. 21
9 p.m. - 1:30 a.m.

**Where:** Montclair State College
Student Center Ballrooms

**Admission:** $8 w/ MSC ID
$10 w/o MSC ID

You must be 18 or older.
EVERYONE must present
college ID or other

(Anyone who does not have college ID MUST be admitted by a Montclair State College student)

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT LETTY AT 893-4440

LASO is a Class One Organization of the SGA
“Alright Mr. Quayle, now turn to George and ask the ‘not-so-fresh feeling’ question”

Just how important is that talking box you call a television? Put it to you this way: If it weren’t for television, Bill Clinton wouldn’t be President next January.

The 1992 Presidential Election was the one where television played a major role: more specifically, the selection of kid from the many that various candidates appeared on. Arsenio, MTV, Donahue, Larry King Live, CNN, CBGB, CBGB, and specific audiences, and canvassed more people than any number of volunteers ever could.

TOM, from page 9

days, there’d be this... I mean clearly first of all that I don’t want to stereotype; this is just for a story... you’d have this nice old Jewish guy who would grab the kid from the mallroom and say, “Who do you listen to?” and “Who do you like in music?” and the kid would hit with Ron Bush. Bush didn’t enter the fray, because he thought it was “above his station” to appear on such shows. Later in the campaign, he gave in and became the “TV President.” Not that it helped much, mind you. Clinton and Perot had already gotten exposure, and as Clinton’s popularity went up, Bush went down, and Perot’s sale never got much more than a breathing. It did, however, awaken a few people. Possibly the biggest public awareness station program was MTV.

They bombarded the airwaves with “Rock the Vote” spots, bold statements of “Choose and Lose,” and just about every special interest group, from Amnesty International to Greenpeace. MTV is not so much a politically correct message base, but one of concern.

TOM

B: Well, if a record company has an idea that they want to do a project, then they go and get the musicians and sort of squeeze them into a mold. Then I guess you’re gonna have things where producers are creating the art rather than the artist.

T: That was very true even in the 70s when Malcolm McLaren putting together the Sex Pistols which... was a very unfair situation because we were growing up in the CBGB scene, creating our own art and our own scene. And it seemed crazy because these bigger rock and roll bands that could profit from it. We’d see the youth do it for themselves.

B: That’s the hard thing now. If the grunge thing is trying to break out of a more... music that was going on in the late 80s, interest group, from Amnesty International to Greenpeace. MTV is not so much a politically correct message base, but one of concern.

T: You couldn’t really put the original punk music on television. It was just not done. And that’s kind of nice. I think it should remain underground.

C: Speaking of underground, do you consider yourselves alternative?

T: I think we’re ending up not getting played.

(Laughter)

T: It’s a funny thing. The Talking Heads were always considered alternative, and in one year, we went from alternative to classic rock. We just completely went by the pop charts. We were never considered pop. It’s a very strange thing to happen. And it’s part of the retribution thing that I’m talking about. You have people whose careers have lasted 30 years; they’re doing the same old thing. And then you have people underneath, struggling to break out from that. And there’s quite a bit along the way. You think about a really innovative group such as Devo... that was breaking out of the mold in 1976. And we really haven’t been able to have that happen again. Devo went to Holly­

M7V was there. Key issues like the biggest public awareness station program was MTV.

They bombarded the airwaves with “Rock the Vote” spots, bold statements of “Choose and Lose,” and just about every special interest group, from Amnesty International to Greenpeace. MTV is not so much a politically correct message base, but one of concern.

TOM

B: Well, if a record company has an idea that they want to do a project, then they go and get the musicians and sort of squeeze them into a mold. Then I guess you’re gonna have things where producers are creating the art rather than the artist.

T: That was very true even in the 70s when Malcolm McLaren putting together the Sex Pistols which... was a very unfair situation because we were growing up in the CBGB scene, creating our own art and our own scene. And it seemed crazy because these bigger rock and roll bands that could profit from it. We’d see the youth do it for themselves.

B: That’s the hard thing now. If the grunge thing is trying to break out of a more... music that was going on in the late 80s, interest group, from Amnesty International to Greenpeace. MTV is not so much a politically correct message base, but one of concern.

T: You couldn’t really put the original punk music on television. It was just not done. And that’s kind of nice. I think it should remain underground.

C: Speaking of underground, do you consider yourselves alternative?

T: I think we’re ending up not getting played.

(Laughter)

T: It’s a funny thing. The Talking Heads were always considered alternative, and in one year, we went from alternative to classic rock. We just completely went by the pop charts. We were never considered pop. It’s a very strange thing to happen. And it’s part of the retribution thing that I’m talking about. You have people whose careers have lasted 30 years; they’re doing the same old thing. And then you have people underneath, struggling to break out from that. And there’s quite a bit along the way. You think about a really innovative group such as Devo... that was breaking out of the mold in 1976. And we really haven’t been able to have that happen again. Devo went to Holly­

B: When you talk about alternative radio, there’s an ex­

TOM

B: Well, big business has

C: So you want to stay in this

T: But a small crowd can also pump up an enormous amount of energy, when they make sweat... really make us work.

But a small crowd can also pump up an enormous amount of energy, when they make sweat... really make us work.

M7V was there. Key issues like the biggest public awareness station program was MTV.

They bombarded the airwaves with “Rock the Vote” spots, bold statements of “Choose and Lose,” and just about every special interest group, from Amnesty International to Greenpeace. MTV is not so much a politically correct message base, but one of concern.

TOM

B: Well, if a record company has an idea that they want to do a project, then they go and get the musicians and sort of squeeze them into a mold. Then I guess you’re gonna have things where producers are creating the art rather than the artist.

T: That was very true even in the 70s when Malcolm McLaren putting together the Sex Pistols which... was a very unfair situation because we were growing up in the CBGB scene, creating our own art and our own scene. And it seemed crazy because these bigger rock and roll bands that could profit from it. We’d see the youth do it for themselves.

B: That’s the hard thing now. If the grunge thing is trying to break out of a more... music that was going on in the late 80s, interest group, from Amnesty International to Greenpeace. MTV is not so much a politically correct message base, but one of concern.

T: You couldn’t really put the original punk music on television. It was just not done. And that’s kind of nice. I think it should remain underground.

C: Speaking of underground, do you consider yourselves alternative?

T: I think we’re ending up not getting played.

(Laughter)

T: It’s a funny thing. The Talking Heads were always considered alternative, and in one year, we went from alternative to classic rock. We just completely went by the pop charts. We were never considered pop. It’s a very strange thing to happen. And it’s part of the retribution thing that I’m talking about. You have people whose careers have lasted 30 years; they’re doing the same old thing. And then you have people underneath, struggling to break out from that. And there’s quite a lot of along the way. You think about a really innovative group such as Devo... that was breaking out of the mold in 1976. And we really haven’t been able to have that happen again. Devo went to Holly­
We shall not be ignored

Monday, November 23. Noon. College Hall.

Then, there, a posse of parched and pissed-off students will be heard.

For too long the administration of MSC has ignored the will of the students.

* A referendum question from last year's Student Government Election asked the students if they supported the return of alcohol to the Rat. Ninety percent of the respondents said yes.

Dr. Edward Martin, Dean of Student Affairs, purported to speak for the students when he incredulously claimed that 88% of the student body felt there were enough on-campus activities offered at MSC.

* On October 16 of this year, the Student Government Association held open hearings on the Resolution Regarding Alcohol Services. President Irvin Reid, Vice President Thomas Auch of Administration and Finance, Dr. Richard Lynde of Academic Affairs and Dr. Jesse Rosenblum, the men responsible for making the decision regarding alcohol in the Rat, chose not to attend the hearings.

It seems to matter little to the administration that the students are the very reason for the existence of the college. Students come and go, administrators are forever.

* According to the Director of Residence Life Margaree Coleman Carter, of the 21% of the student population that are over 21, 90% live at the Clove Road Apartments where alcohol is permitted.

The average age of an MSC student is 22. Fifty-three percent, or 6,478 students, are over the age of 21. Clove Road houses a fraction of that number.

* Director of Campus Police and Security Philip Calitre says he does not have the resources to handle the "additional burden" of the reintroduction of alcohol to the Rat. Calitre has said he would need ten additional officers to handle the situation.

The campus police, oddly enough, are able to handle the chauffeuring of President Reid and the hand-delivery of mail to the Board of Trustees quite adeptly. Furthermore, if one considers the fact that the number of officers on the force has been reduced in order to funnel dollars into other areas, it becomes clear the administration prefers to focus their efforts on projects that do more for their resumes than the people they are obligated to serve.

You, the reader, must not sit at home. Wake up early. Skip your class. Put off your homework. Call in sick to work. Be there.

This is an issue which goes far beyond alcohol. In the final analysis, we will choose this Monday whether or not we will continue to wince silently as the administration fucks us once again.

Not until we demand it, will we be deemed the respect we deserve. Not until we utilize our collective voice, will we be heard.

Monday, November 23. Noon. College Hall. We shall not be ignored.
We often hear about the destruction of the environment, but it is usually about distant places such as the Amazon or Madagascar. This autumn many of our destructive habits right here in New Jersey have come to my attention. It is time we see the absurdity, selfishness and brainwashing that have allowed the abuses, of which I am about to tell you, to exist.

I wonder if I am the only person that has noticed how much like a city it is starting to look around here. The main reason for this is the loss of trees and the spreading backstop which seems to be growing from the buildings that scar our landscape. From Portmouth, N.H., to Raleigh-Durham, N.C., one can drive without ever leaving the suburban sprawl so typical of the East Coast.

If that is not bad enough, this type of development is being increasingly characterized by the loss of neighborhood parks and vegetation. Most streets are now linedsparsely with trees, most of which are small and not indigenous. For some reason people have come to view trees as a hassle and a nuisance. Acre after acre, we see homes with manicured lawns and geometrically shaped bushes and trees. I am pretty sure if God had done what he does for the Palisades Interstate Parkway.

The greatest abomination we practice is our infatuation with big, bald, green lawns. The amount of chemicals and the loss of trees to plant grass and sustain them is quite frightening. The people who work our lawns are doing the impossible. They sell off most of the equipment to landscape people that try to keep the lawns looking nice. This is the loss of trees and the amount of chemicals and the loss of trees to plant grass and sustain them is quite frightening.

We can’t afford to waste space or soil vegetation this way. Some people fight for animal rights; what about trees and plants rights? I do not believe that God would want us to waste our landfills. We can’t continue this nonsense, moving leaves from landing in our yards. We should do the job of what we’re supposed to do the job of what we’re supposed to do. 

One highway in the area that is said to be one of the most beautiful stretches of road in the country, has only one small tree, on this part of the way. Why not put trees in these areas and put the signs on the roadside if they insist on having them? Not only is this good for the ecology, but could also save a bundle on landscaping if they would just let the trees grow and be what they are to be.

In these times of tight government budgets, we should also consider how absurd it is that we have to trim our streets and sidewalks. At least the sidewalks are thick with trees. The only places that need to be kept free of trees and tall grass are those areas, and they are very small, that must be kept open so traffic coming on the highway to see oncoming vehicles. The easiest way to sell off most of the equipment to landscape people is to let them do the job of what we re-supposed to do the job of what we’re supposed to do. 

The greatest abomination we practice is our infatuation with big, bald, green lawns. The amount of chemicals and the loss of trees to plant grass and sustain them is quite frightening.

We should also plant trees in our cemeteries. What? Are we worried the roots will grow through the underground condos. Again, they are dead! We can’t afford to waste space or soil vegetation this way. Some people fight for animal rights; what about trees and plants rights? I do not believe that God would want us to waste any life. We should be as efficient and useful as possible. What is taken should be returned and what is returned not taken.

We all could fit plenty of trees in our cemeteries. What? Are we worried the roots will grow through the underground condos. Again, they are dead! We can’t afford to waste space or soil vegetation this way. Some people fight for animal rights; what about trees and plants rights? I do not believe that God would want us to waste any life. We should be as efficient and useful as possible. What is taken should be returned and what is returned not taken.

What do we do, as a nation, regarding the break-up of Yugoslavia? Should we idly stand by and watch the Serbo-croat’s run roughshod over their neighbors and former countrymen, all the while sending civilians who have the misfortune of being in territory controlled by the Serb army or militia to places that don’t exactly qualify for the Club Med brochure? Or do we go in with guns blazing, flags waving, Sousa playing, and the image of the Duce smiling down upon our good American soldiers as they bring democracy and peace to the poor downtrodden people of Croatia, Bosnia-Hercegovina, Macedonia, and every other post-Soviet state-sized country that sprung up overnight in the space that used to be occupied by Yugoslavia?

Well, I run the risk of annoying other liberals here at MSC, but I do advocate the intervention of U.S. forces as part of a larger effort under the direction of the United Nations. I know what you’re thinking, liberals aren’t supposed to advocate the use of violence. Yeah, I suppose being able to use their new toys and usually end up picking on someone not of their own size. What do liberals do when this happens? Do we stand by and moan and whimper about this violation of international law and basic human rights? I say no. Liberals, by dint of their education and basic philosophy, respect international law and will take action only in accordance with such laws. It is incumbent upon liberals to stand up for others in the world who are facing with losing their lives in a genocidal frenzy at the hands of despicable tyrants. If you then refuse to abide by the tenets of international law then liberal governments and peoples throughout the world are obligated to ensure that they start obeying the law.

Western society has a bad history of ignoring the misdeeds of tyrants until it is too late. However, it is also true that we as a people have begun to realize that we are not perfect and that we must try to do the job of what we’re supposed to do. 

Please turn to page 15

Common Sense

Balkans War warrants military intervention

These days I hear a lot of talk about what is important to this great nation in terms of foreign policy. Election years are like that. You get two guys running for something, and suddenly every normal Joe on the street becomes a certiﬁed expert on foreign affairs. They have their own plan for what the president should do about every tin-pot country that annoys us or how we should get our ungrateful allies throughout the world to toe the line. We’re all guilty of such pontificating, myself included.

One example of foreign policy that everyone seems to be talking about these days is how the United States should become involved in the latest thrill-kill war in the Balkans. After much soul-searching, I have formed an opinion on this subject. Keep in mind, this wasn’t easy to do. Even though I still, at the ripe age of 28, experience recurring nightmares of dark, dank, liberal, I attempt to temper these feelings with a sense of objectivity. Not an easy task, mind you, and one which has resulted in me reaching a position that on the surface may not appear to be very sensible. The greatest abomination we practice is our infatuation with big, bald, green lawns. The amount of chemicals and the loss of trees to plant grass and sustain them is quite frightening.

Since when have we been brainwashed to believe that a natural lawn looks messy? I think two- inch-tall grass and backed-to-death trees and shrubs look ugly. Since when has hunts, dry, open, brown fields of grass looked nice? July is too hot and dry most years to expose grass to the sun in treeless fields without constant care.

What? Are we worried the roots will grow through the underground condos. Again, they are dead! We can’t afford to waste space or soil vegetation this way. Some people fight for animal rights; what about trees and plants rights? I do not believe that God would want us to waste any life. We should be as efficient and useful as possible. What is taken should be returned and what is returned not taken.

What? Are we worried the roots will grow through the underground condos. Again, they are dead! We can’t afford to waste space or soil vegetation this way. Some people fight for animal rights; what about trees and plants rights? I do not believe that God would want us to waste any life. We should be as efficient and useful as possible. What is taken should be returned and what is returned not taken.
I'm Right!

by Matt Swartz

The Magic Touch with Women

Congratulations to President-elect Bill Clinton and may he keep on rejecting liberal Democrats and may his policies do good for our wonderful country, the best country in the world! Even though I didn't vote for him, at least he support him and pray he does a good job. Also, thank you President Bush for twelve great years of service. Even though the liberal media attacks you history will show that the 80's, especially under President Ronald Reagan, was the new Golden Age of America. Yes, President Bush had some problems during the last couple of years, but we all know most of it was caused by Democrats!

I am still right. Just ask Magic. I told him he should retire and two weeks ago he did. The whole NBA sighed with relief when he retired and you can't blame them. Very little is known about the AIDS virus and its ability to be transmitted during a contact sport such as basketball. Yes, we know it's generally transmitted through unsafe sex, intravenous drug use and blood transfusions, but nobody will say that it is 100 percent safe to play basketball with Magic. So thank you Magic, for reading my article and realizing it was time to retire.

May I suggest that with your millions of dollars you should invest in Bill Cosby and purchase NBC! I think it would be great for black Americans to own a national TV station. It would show all the doubters in this country that anyone and everyone is capable of making it in this country.

Finally, my view of women in society, I think women are great and I love them. I even consider myself a semi-feminist. I am glad that several women were elected to the Senate, including the first black, American female. Personally, I wish they were more conservative, but it's still about time we had women in such powerful positions in this country.

Women have proven worldwide that they are capable of running countries, take Great Britain, India or Israel for instance. More women are becoming judges, lawyers and doctors and they do their job as well as any of their male counterparts. As the stereotypes are thrown away, women will be involved in a lot more traditionally male jobs such as managerial positions, accountants, executives and even public service jobs such as the military, police force, fire department and even sanitation workers. To be fair to men, women should have to pass the same physical and mental tests that men do to get the job. Women should also be able to draft during wartime and men should get time off for the birth and care of their newborn children.

Without a doubt, I think that women can do anything a man can do and that women should be given equal opportunity, equal pay and especially equal respect. Besides careers in the work force, the most important thing a woman can do for society is to give birth to healthy children and play a major role, along with the father of course, in raising children. Why? Because men can't and if women don't there will be no future human race! Women evolved biologically to give birth and that's why they have ovaries, fallopian tubes, etc. For those of you who still believe in God, most religions say we should be fruitful and multiply. Women can also have successful careers, but I believe there is nothing more satisfying in life than raising a family!

Women evolved biologically to give birth and that's why they have ovaries, fallopian tubes, etc. For those of you who still believe in God, most religions say we should be fruitful and multiply. Women can also have successful careers, but I believe there is nothing more satisfying in life than raising a family!

...during which we will ask you many variations of the same question which we know you can only respond to with coy variations of the same non-answer since we go...

You are co-chairman of the transition. Who will be in Clinton's cabinet?

Who are the people being considered?

I cannot say.

Finally, big Sam: Marcia, Marcia, who am I and what am I doing?

You're the most popular questioner in TV history. People don't know why I permitted your question.

Mark Alan Stamaty

Washington

What would you know your mother think?

Crispin Montclair students!

I am sick and tired of the attitudes people carry around on their shoulders. I do not know about you, but sily me came here to wonderful Montclair State looking for a laid back bunch of people who were actually cool. I am sick of walking outside and finding people who totally avoid looking at me. What are you afraid of? I just want to say, "Hey, what's up?" even if I don't know you. I am just trying to be friendly. I am not looking to be your best bud. I only want people to loosen up and be free man.

So let's get it with. Just try being friendly and see what kind of response you get—but be careful—because it just might be a positive response. We are all equal and no one is better than anyone else, bare that in mind. Let's all make this campus a cool, kick back place where everyone just chills out and—dare I say—friends.

Michelle Lardieri

Junior, English
Hemp is not the only answer, student offers another

It is in the spirit of toleration that I welcome the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML) and its view on the legalization of marijuana to our campus. Although I do not personally believe in the legalization of marijuana, I believe it is my responsibility as an American to allow the people of NORML to organize and express their views.

It is with clenched fist that I question both the motives and the integrity of NORML and in particular the honesty of its local founder, Daniel Lipper. Lipper has decided to spend a considerable amount of his free time dedicated towards something he is very passionate about. For that is to be commended. It is the way in which he pursues his goal that I call into question. If Lipper wants to live a life in which he can incorporate the practice of his own philosophy—smoke a little pot or sprinkle a little hashish on his pancake, because he fears prosecution, then why doesn’t he just come out and say it? It’s his First Amendment right. Although I personally suppose to believe that Lipper’s true concern is the environment? Last week, Lipper introduced himself to us in The Montclarion where he claimed that he wants to save the earth by legalizing hemp. Accord­ingly, Lipper, “Hemp has an incredible amount of uses,” all of which are designed to save the environment. Apparently, he feels this plan will come home in spades of people if we don’t legalize hemp soon it could bring an end to life as we knew it.

It is here I question his honesty. I’m sure he is telling the truth when he says hemp is a good substitute for trees and for the production of paper products. I’m sure he believes hemp is an excellent biomass fuel. He is certainly a man in a mission as this comment from his article displays: “The point is, the legalization of hemp is an important environmental issue and I’m starting a club on campus that will further support the effort to save our environment.” And so, I ask, is he looking out for our best interest? If Lipper wants to save the environment, why doesn’t just join one of the many environmental groups that are already out there? If he wants to get stoned without fear of prosecution, why doesn’t he just come out and say it?

I find Lipper’s attempt to be politically correct both a feeble effort and pure propaganda. It is for this reason that I will not be one of the “plebeians” of students who hopes will support him. Sure, hemp may be a versatile product, but there are thousands of equally versatile and environmentally friendly products that can be used today. All products that are already legal.

It is with clenched fist that I question both the motives and the integrity of NORML, and in particular the honesty of its local founder, Daniel Lipper.

If Lipper wants to save the environment, why doesn’t he just show us the way to do it? He has tried to expose the sins of our own, the way in which our leaders have failed. No other nation has tried as hard as America to reform the drug laws as they have tried to expose the sins of mankind in general. Never again should we as a nation practice against an ethnic group. Genocide is not only a monstrous act. Never again should we practice against an ethnic group. Genocide is not only a monstrous act. Never again should we as a nation practice against an ethnic group. Genocide is not only a monstrous act. Never again should we as a nation practice against an ethnic group. Genocide is not only a monstrous act. Never again should we as a nation practice against an ethnic group. Genocide is not only a monstrous act. Never again should we as a nation practice against an ethnic group.

AIDS is a serious issue

On Monday night, Oct. 26, at 7:00 p.m., I ran a Residence Life program in the Clove Road Lofts on the subject of AIDS. I brought in a person who is HIV positive to speak and to answer questions for the residents. I published the event approximately one week in advance and 13 people showed up. Of the 13 people, seven of them were Residence Life staff members who came for support. The program was also announced over loudspeakers in residence halls on Monday several times inquiring anyone who would like to attend. To me, it is scary that so few people showed up to learn about this vital topic. AIDS is killing people in America and there is no cure. Do we just turn our heads? In five years, they predict that we will know at least one close individual who has this disease. I believe the speaker said that 40 million people will have AIDS or be HIV positive in five years. What happens if this person happens to be a family member, a significant other or even yourself? Did you know that if you donate blood that does not exempt you from an opportunity of having AIDS? If your blood is HIV positive it gets thrown away, but the blood bank has no way of notifying you because your test tube has no name written on it, only a number. I thought that because I’d given blood so many times that I was fine, but now I’m not so sure.

If you aren’t going to get educated about AIDS, do yourself and your family a favor and get tested. If you don’t, you’ll always know that I was right.
Thursday, November 19, 1992

**Calvin and Hobbes**

**Calvin and Hobbes** by Bill Watterson

MUM WANTS ME TO TRY AN EXPERIMENT TONIGHT.

SUE SAYS THE MONSTERS UNDER MY BED MAY NEED ME TO TALK TO THEM.

HER THEORY IS THAT IF I JUST DON'T THINK ABOUT THEM, THEY'LL GO AWAY.

Of course, that idea of BEING ORKSED UNDER THE BED AND EATEN BY MONSTERS HAS A WAY OF GRAVING ME.

AS SOON AS WE TURN THE LIGHTS OFF, THE MONSTERS ARE GOING TO COME BACK OUT FROM THEIR HOLE.

SO I GUESS WE NEED TO FIND SOME WAY TO LIVE WITH THEM.

IT'S BECAUSE OF THE DARN MONSTERS UNDER THE BED.

I DON'T BELIEVE FOR A MINUTE THAT YOUR MONSTERS ARE KILLING US.

I D.Builder these don't eat all the garbage we threw down there to keep 'em quiet.

OUTLAND

**Outland** by Barry Blitt

**Outland**

FINALLY! CRYING! THE TRUE SOURCE OF INNERS'S STUPIDEST EXPRESSIONS.

POST? IT'S THE WAY THE BALL BOUNCES.

WHY'S IT MEAN?

POST?

DON'T BOTHER ME.

IT'S THE SOUL OF A GLASS.

HE'S NOT MY BROTHER.

DON'T MAKE ME CRY.

IN A MOUTH.

IN A ROSE.

IN A MIXED-UP HYBRID.

CAUGHT YA!

YIKES!!

AAARGH!

IT'S A WHOLE NEW BALL OF WAX!

NEVER! I SAY NEVER. I SHALL BE PARTY TO THE WHOLESALE DEPLETION OF AMERICAN PARLANCE NEVER!
WALLS
Presents
WALL 2 WALL
TALENT
COME SEE
FALL 1992 ARTWORK SUBMITTED AND
MORE
WHEN: TUESDAY,
NOVEMBER 24
TIME: 11-5PM
WHERE: ROOM 126:
STUDENT CENTER ANNEX
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED
FOUR WALLS/QUARTERLY IS A CLASS 1 OF SGA, INC.
TO PLACE A CLASSIFIED AD, PLEASE SEND THE AD (25-30 WORDS) ALONG WITH A CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR $8.00 PAYABLE TO THE MONTCLARION TO: THE MONTCLARION 113 STUDENT CENTER ANNEX, MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE, UPPER MONTCLAIR, NJ 07043, ATTN: CLASSIFIEDS.

HELP WANTED

SPRINGBREAKERS - Promote our Florida Spring Break packages. Earn money and free trips. Organize small or large groups. Campus Marketing. 800-423-5264.

BE A PART OF THE SOLUTION! Dedicated volunteers needed to assist in a program that will distribute food to homeless people. Call Lorraine 744-7130 before 9 pm please.


SPRING BREAK '93 - SELL TRIPS, EARN CASH AND GO FREE! Student Travel Services is now hiring campus representatives. Ski packages also available. CALL 1-800-648-4849.

FREE SPRING BREAK VACATION. Organize a group, earn Commissions and Free Trips! Call: 800-826-9100.

IF YOU LIKE PINA COLADAS - Fre Sprin Break trips & cash, you can have it all! We are looking for serious students to market our programs. Reliable & prestigious travel company. Call Danial 1-800-925-8500 or 212-673-7690.


CHILD CARE - Experienced nanny for newborn & toddler in my Little Ferry home. 1-7 years. Experience and references required. Salary negotiable. Need to provide your own transportation. 743-8018.

MOTHER'S HELPER—Bloomfield family seeks student to help with our baby a few evenings each week. Experience and references required. Salary negotiable. Need to provide your own transportation. 743-8018.

BABYSITTER NEEDED in Upper Montclair home. Must be home during the week. EARN EASY MONEY!!!

Post our brochures around campus and receive commission for each completed application. Work few hours, on your own time. Call 1-800-758-9918 EST.

TO OUR BIG-HAIRED MOTHER-LIKE FIGURE HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY, not that you'll use the privilege anyway.

Lori, Yan & Jill

From 2 lines - Sisters first! Shut up! I'm in no mood! What size?

Go Phi Sig Go! - Koochie Koochie La La La Aye! Aye!

Christine E. - You are in our prayers - IPSC Your Phi Sig Sisters.

Heather - You are the best Little! I had a great time with you Thursday night. Fling that hair like you had a great time with you Thursday night. Fling that hair like you always, Your Little

To Kristin (SDT) - You have yet to meet THE SPIDER!!!! Love you always, Your Little

To all the new Theta Xi brothers - Congratulations on becoming brothers in the best fraternity at MSC! Love, Laura

Greg (Theta Xi) - Congratulations! The other 5th floor g.

Monica - You can have Ralph if I can have a parakeet!

Freeman 509 - Clean your toilet!

Mike J - Sorry to break it to you, you're no Billy Joel. Love, Us

To all those who supported the EOF/Lambda Jam, Thank you!

Marisol D.

To the 2a maniacs in car #1 and #2 - "Close your mouth PELCHERSTEIN!!!" "Kleeeless" might throw a fit! Love Always, ETA

To the Zeta Beta Pledge Class of Alpha Omega, We're almost there - stick it out and good luck.

Love, Iris

To the Zeta Beta Pledge Class of Alpha Omega, We're almost there - stick it out and good luck.

Love, Iris

4th floor Freeman R.A. Are you free yet? I want you badly! Don't that skinny punk, I'll do you justice!

KEVIN COSTNER

WHITNEY HOUSTON

NEVER LET HER OUT OF YOUR SIGHT.

NEVER LET HER GUARD DOWN.

NEVER FALL IN LOVE.

THE BODYGUARD

OPEN'S NOVEMBER 25 EVERYWHERE

KEVIN COSTNER

WHITNEY HOUSTON

NEVER LET HER OUT OF YOUR SIGHT.

NEVER LET HER GUARD DOWN.

NEVER FALL IN LOVE.

THE BODYGUARD

OPEN'S NOVEMBER 25 EVERYWHERE

AVAILBLE

DAVID SIRKIN, Ph. D. TUTORING AND TEST PREPARATION. Math, physics, chemistry, biology, engineering, computer programming. Private instruction or small groups. 20 Church Street, Montclair. Call 746-9334.

WORD PROCESSING/RESUME SERVICE.

Resumes, term papers, dissertations. Pick-up and delivery available.

V. SHORTER BUSINESS SERVICE (201) 674-8840 7 days.

WE MAKE YOU LOOK GOOD ON PAPER!!!

Be prepared for "The Real World" with a professionally written resume and cover letters. Prices start at $40. WRITE ON TARGET - 835-3951. Call any time.

LOOKING FOR...

My name is Andrea and I'm adopted too. Mommy, Daddy, & I are looking for a new baby to love. Farm animals, music, beach, family, friends. Please call Diane/ Dave, 1-800-851-8720.
The College Life Union Board Presents:

Free Movie
Monday, November 30
Two Bat-shows!!!
7:00 pm & 9:00 pm
Student Center Ballrooms

C.L.U.B. is a class I organization of the SGA

The College Life Union Board Proudly Presents:

Winter Ball '92 "Midnight Magic"

Thursday, December 10, 1992
7:00 pm until Midnight at
The Hanover Marriott
Route 10, Whippany, NJ

$40.00 per couple / $20.00 per person

Price includes: sit-down dinner, hors d'oeuvres,
and four hour open bar (I.D. REQUIRED)

Tickets on sale at the Student Center Box Office beginning
Monday, November 30, 1992

C.L.U.B. is a class I organization of the SGA
Swimming's Mitzak strives to be an All-American
by Lisa McCormack
When asked what his primary individual goal for the 1992-93 season was, senior swimming star Andrew Mitzak said, "I want to be an All-American this year."

Last season Mitzak placed eighteeth in the nation as an NCAA qualifier and was only 3/10 of a second from achieving All-America honors. Mitzak's brother John was MSC's first-ever men's swimming All-American.

Mitzak's dedication is what sets him apart from the competition. The team captain spend nearly the whole year working out in the pool. He spends his summers training twice a day at the Berkeley Aquatic Club in Berkeley Heights.

Head coach Brian McLaughlin is appreciative of what the Seton Hall Prep product has given to the MSC swimming program. "He has been with me from the beginning. He's responsible for taking a 2-9 team (1988-89) and turning it into a 9-1 team (1992-93)," said McLaughlin.

The South Orange native has also been impressive in the classroom, carrying a 3.02 GPA as a finance major.

MSC football: A tale of two seasons in one
by Keith A. Ide

After MSC dropped its first two games of 1992, things weren't looking too good. That was MSC's first season.

Then, despite many injuries the Red Hawks reeled off a six-game winning streak. The streak put MSC in a position to win the NJAC title, although the Red Hawks came up short in their bid to upset Rowan College and steal the NJAC crown.

The offense was what really sparked the winning streak.

Senior tailback John Walker was the player of the future in the season's sixth game. He had another incredible year for the Red Hawks. The 5'9" Montville native recorded 7 1/2 sacks in one game. For an MSC record after he accumulated 5 1/2 sacks in one game.

The Red Hawks lost to New York Tech, ending their season with an 8–2 record.

In the bleachers...

I don't know why, but these things always seem to taste better at the ballpark.

In 1992-93 Men's basketball fact sheet

Head coach: Nick Del Tufo (second year)
Assistant coaches: Dave Walsh and Jose Rebimbas

Key returning players: Lee Mullins, Sr., Forward: 21 ppg, 5.7 rpg, Pint Team All-NJAC
Garland Gillette, Sr., Guard: 9.7 ppg, 5.3 rpg

1991-92 Record: 6-18
1991-92 NJAC Record: 5-13

New faces: Keith Hines, Jr., Center-Shell University transfer
Jose Orts, Fr., Guard-Valencia, Spain
Greg Fowler, Jr., Guard-Plainsfield (Bishop Ahr HS)

George Calle, Managing Editor:

1. x-N.Y. Giants over Philadelphia in a pick 'em. Should be a close game.
2. x-New England +4 1/2 over N.Y. Jets. The Patriots are on a roll.
3. x-L.A. Raiders -3 1/2 over Denver. The home field advantage.
4. Dallas +9 1/2 over x-Phoenix. The Cowboy will not lose two in a row.
5. Kansas City +9 1/2 over x-Seattle. The Chiefs should easily handle the Seahawks.

Rob Campos, Editor-In-Chief of The Anarchist Syndicate:

2. N.Y. Jets +4 1/2 over New England. The Patriots' winning streak is over.
3. Atlanta +2 1/2 over x-Buffalo. The Bills are having organizational problems.
4. Dallas -9 1/2 over x-Phoenix. One Cowboy loss is no big deal.

Keith A. Ide, Sports Editor:

2. N.Y. Jets +4 1/2 over x-New England. Two in a row. Miracles can happen.
3. Green Bay +5 1/2 over x-Chicago. Packers beat Bears. Ditka jumps off the top of Soldier Field after Chicago drops to 4-7. Film at 11.
4. Denver +3 1/2 over x-L.A. Raiders. The Broncos have looked good the past two weeks.
5. x-New Orleans -4 over Washington. The Saints have to win a big game sometime.

Kevin Schwoebel, Prophet Bigg:

1. Philadelphia over x-N.Y. Giants in a pick 'em. The Giants don't have what it takes.
2. x-New England +4 1/2 over N.Y. Jets. A Patriots winning streak in the making.
3. x-Minnesota +6 over Indianapolis. The Vikings will bounce back after the loss.
4. x-Miami -4 1/2 over Houston. The Oiler's had their fun last week.
5. x-Chicago -5 1/2 over Green Bay. Ditka! Ditka! Ditka!

Bob Wintemute, Managing Editor of The Anarchist Syndicate:

1. x-N.Y. Giants over Philadelphia in a pick 'em. The Eagles are hurting after last week's loss.
2. N.Y. Jets -4 1/2 over x-New England. The Jets looked good last week.
3. San Francisco -6 over x-L.A. Rams. The Rams had their moment in the sun last week.
4. x-sans luego -8 1/2 over Tampa Bay. The Chargers have been impressive lately.
5. x-New Orleans -4 over Washington. Why not?

N.F.L. Picks: Week 12

George Calle, Managing Editor:

1. x-N.Y. Giants over Philadelphia in a pick 'em. Should be a close game.
2. x-New England +4 1/2 over N.Y. Jets. The Patriots are on a roll.
3. x-L.A. Raiders -3 1/2 over Denver. The home field advantage.
4. Dallas -9 1/2 over x-Phoenix. The Cowboy will not lose two in a row.
5. Kansas City +9 1/2 over x-Seattle. The Chiefs should easily handle the Seahawks.

Rob Campos, Editor-In-Chief of The Anarchist Syndicate:

2. N.Y. Jets +4 1/2 over New England. The Patriots' winning streak is over.
3. Atlanta +2 1/2 over x-Buffalo. The Bills are having organizational problems.
4. Dallas -9 1/2 over x-Phoenix. One Cowboy loss is no big deal.

Keith A. Ide, Sports Editor:

2. N.Y. Jets +4 1/2 over x-New England. Two in a row. Miracles can happen.
3. Green Bay +5 1/2 over x-Chicago. Packers beat Bears. Ditka jumps off the top of Soldier Field after Chicago drops to 4-7. Film at 11.
4. Denver +3 1/2 over x-L.A. Raiders. The Broncos have looked good the past two weeks.
5. x-New Orleans -4 over Washington. The Saints have to win a big game sometime.

Kevin Schwoebel, Prophet Bigg:

1. Philadelphia over x-N.Y. Giants in a pick 'em. The Giants don't have what it takes.
2. x-New England +4 1/2 over N.Y. Jets. A Patriots winning streak in the making.
3. x-Minnesota -6 over Indianapolis. The Vikings will bounce back after the loss.
4. x-Miami -4 1/2 over Houston. The Oiler's had their fun last week.
5. x-Chicago -5 1/2 over Green Bay. Ditka! Ditka! Ditka!

Bob Wintemute, Managing Editor of The Anarchist Syndicate:

1. x-N.Y. Giants over Philadelphia in a pick 'em. The Eagles are hurting after last week's loss.
2. N.Y. Jets -4 1/2 over x-New England. The Jets looked good last week.
3. San Francisco -6 over x-L.A. Rams. The Rams had their moment in the sun last week.
4. x-sans luego -8 1/2 over Tampa Bay. The Chargers have been impressive lately.
5. x-New Orleans -4 over Washington. Why not?

x-denotes home team
Women's basketball will build on last season's success

DeFazio believes conference title is a strong possibility for Lady Red Hawks

by Keith A. Idee

Women's head basketball coach Alice DeFazio enters her second season with a talented and experienced team that should make a serious run at the NJAC title.

DeFazio, a member of MSC's famed 1978 Final Four team, stresses aggressive defense and continuity to her team that returns eight players from last year's squad.

The 1991-92 season was one to remember for MSC. The Red Hawks finished 16-11 (12-6, NJAC), and earned an invitation to the ECAC Metro Tournament and the NJAC Championship Tournament.

This season the Red Hawks are looking to build upon that success. Four seniors and one junior make up MSC's tough starting five.

The Red Hawks will look for leadership from 6'0" senior center Shannon Shaffer.

The Linwood native provides a physical presence in the paint. Shaffer has a strong outside shot, and can make teams pay attention to her for good support on her shooting in the off season.

Leading the team from the point guard position will be 5'4" senior Cindy Poling. The unselfish Poling, who hails from Lakewood, is noted for her excellent defensive play.

Providing Shaffer with help in the frontcourt will be forwards Judy Stair and Jeanine Mullahy.

Stair, a 5'11" junior and the other co-captain, adds another quality scorer and rebounder to the mix for MSC.

The native of Plainfield averaged 13 ppg, 7.7 rpg, and 2.5 steals per game in 91-92. She was also the Red Hawks' top shooter from both the field (.529 %) and the free-throw line (.782%).

Stair learned the game while playing at Union Catholic High School (Scotch Plains), which is one of the top girl's basketball programs in the state.

"Judy is a very versatile player with excellent leadership qualities," stated DeFazio.

"She's perhaps our most consistent performer game in and game out," stated DeFazio.

Mullahy is a key to MSC's offensive success in '92. The 5'7" senior from Hazlet will take on more scoring responsibility this season after averaging 6.7 ppg and 3.3 rpg last year.

"Jeanine is definately our best shooter. She's a main cog in our offensive scheme," said DeFazio.

DeFazio is impressed with what she's seen from Kovar thus far. "Kim has been a pleasant surprise. She has a lot of raw talent an will see some minutes in the post," she said.

Freshman Danielle Gilmore could see time at both shooting guard and small forward. At 5'7" she could also provide some help on the boards.

Other possibilities include 5'3" junior guard Stacey McWilliams, 5'2" sophomore guard Tahira Muhammad, 5'7" senior forward Denise Morrow, and 5'7" freshman guard Lisa Vallatta.

Whatever rotation DeFazio chooses will be a quality one, with the starters seeing most of the court time.

The second-year head coach feels that with her team's depth and balance, there is no reason not to expect big things from her Red Hawks.

Now that she is "settled in" as head coach and has put her team together the way she wants it, bringing back MSC's winning reputation might be too far behind.

College Life Union Board Proudly Presents...

Have you lived before?

• Discussion about reincarnation
• Actual past life regressions where audience will be taken back to two previous lives.
• Followed by question & answer period

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 1, 1992
8:00 pm
Student Center Ballroom A & B

C.L.U.B. is a class I organization of the SGA
A FEW FROM THE PRESSBOX

by Keith A. Idee

"The Real Deal's" quest for respect ends in defeat and despair

Evander Holyfield still doesn't get the respect that a former undisputed Champion of the World deserves.

Ever since his days as a light heavyweight that aspired to beat "Iron" Mike Tyson, Holyfield has been getting dissected by boxing analysts, the media, the fans, and just about everybody else.

They say he's never beat anyone. He beat a 42-year-old man (George Foreman), a big fat slob (Buster Douglas), a scrub who gave him a good fight (Bert Cooper), and has been (Pinklon Thomas).

Some people go as far as refusing to pronounce his name properly. It's Holyfield, not Hollyfield.

"The Real Deal" could have proved that he was worthy of his nickname by defeating Riddick Bowe last Friday night.

Instead, he fought Bowe's fight and got hammered. He had to prove that he was tough and I think he did accomplish that.

He proved that he has the heart of a lion and that's what a tough chin is.

However, he didn't prove to be wise in this instance, because he went too toe to toe with a man who had advantages over him in strength, weight, and reach.

By trying to earn the respect that has eluded him over his whole career, Holyfield may have cost himself the title.

Let's forget all of that for a minute and take Evander Holyfield for what is and was.

The man went 28-0 (22 KO's) and defeated everyone that was thrown his way. He's one of the nicest and most respectful champions to ever grace the sport. He is someone who children could really look up to in a sport that was in desperate need of a hero. One problem, that image isn't what people expect from boxing.

He's a true class act that was always overshadowed by boxing's bad boys, who always had something ridiculous going on in their lives. Holyfield just went about his business and got the job done. However, that was never enough to satisfy anyone.

Now comes the real question: where does Holyfield go from here?

He's made a fortune during his boxing career, surely enough to prove. He doesn't need the title back?

One thing he shouldn't do is fight his way back up through the rankings and the politics of boxing just to prove he's worthy of another shot at the title. That would just play into the hands of the people who have made boxing totally just a business.

Holyfield should be known as a guy who never beat anybody as some would like, but as a man who gave boxing a positive image that is certainly refreshing.

It's painfully apparent that George Steinbrenner is back unofﬁcially running the Yankees. One of the team's main problem's since Craig Nettles left has been third base. The Yankee brass has been searching for a long time for the right man for the hot corner. In 1992 they finally found that man in Charlie Hayes. While he's not a superstar, Hayes provided the Yankees with steady offensive production and excellent defense this past season. What do so what the Yankees do? They have Hayes unprotected in Tuesday's National League Expansion Draft with the hopes that neither the Florida Marlins nor the Colorado Rockies would take him.

What happens? He's the third player taken in the whole draft by Colorado. Smooth moves guys. Now instead of needing starting pitching and a shortstop, you can add a third baseman to the list. It looks as if the Knicks need a shot in the arm. Through Tuesday, they stood at an unsightly 4-1 and were seriously lacking any offensive spark. What they really need is for Rolando Blackmon to get healthy, so John Starks can return to his sixth-man role, for which he is better suited....Last Saturday night I had the privilege of seeing Shaquille O'Neal play in person against the New Jersey Nets. Folks, he's all that he's advertised to be. He's ferocious on the boards and is virtually unstoppable in the paint.

It should be interesting to see how he plays against Patrick Ewing, David Robinson, and Hakeem Olajawon....For all of you pro wrestling fans of the late 1970's and early 1980's, you'll never guess what babyfaced ex-champion is making a comeback to the W WP. That's right, Bob Backlund. Just when you thought life couldn't get any better----If anyone saw how Riddick Bowe handled himself after winning the title, you're probably already a Lennox Lewis fan. Bowe showed a lack of class by challenging Lewis' manhood and cursing at him. Lewis calmly responded by telling Bowe that he's going to pound him. I can't wait for that fight already.....The Giants defense looked lost trying to stop Denver without Lawrence Taylor. True, his numbers aren't what they used to be, but his mere presence was enough to attract double and sometimes triple teams. That frees up other defenders to shine. Taylor's absence was most noticeable in the fourth quarter. The Giants lost the Broncos' lead to 29-13. They then proceeded to allow Denver to march right down the ﬁeld and score a touchdown. This put the Broncos up 27-13 and put the game out of reach. I doubt LT would have allowed that to happen.....Finally, although the J efersons on Sunday, they still managed to make it close. A 17-0 victory would have just been too easy. They just had to make it a nailbiter, didn't they?....Have a nice week.
Rowan romps Red Hawks, 42-17

Prof's crush MSC's hopes of conference championship

by Michael Frasco

After two quick losses to open the season, the MSC football team went on to win its next six games. This winning streak put the Red Hawks right in the hunt for an NCAA playoff berth and a conference championship going into its final game last Saturday against Rowan College.

However, Rowan was not just any ordinary opponent. The team was considered to be one of the New Jersey Athletic Conference and was the top team in Division III's Eastern Region going into the contest. The Red Hawks needed an all-around perfect effort when the two teams clashed at Sprague Field on Saturday. Instead what they got was a 25-point loss. Del Tufo, a graduate of Upsala College, had noted on two scoring strikes to the Red Hawks with emphasis on intensity, comporture and execution.

Yet, Del Tufo knew things weren't going to turn around in one day, and he was right. The team finished the year at 6-18, although it lost six games which were decided by four points or less. These obviously wasn't too much improvement from the previous year's 4-19 mark. However, considering the adverse circumstances, the team did well just to endure the entire season.

This year's team's outlook is considerably better with one of the most solid recruiting classes in recent years, and many returnees.

The probable starters for the team are as follows: Lee Mullins, a 6'2" senior back, will be co-captain, will lead the squad which returns four starters. A senior small forward from Orange, Mullins was the heart and soul of the team last year as he averaged 21 points and 5.7 rebounds per contest. These numbers earned him first team All-NJAC honors. The 6'3" 200-pounder who is known to lead by example, said the team's fortune will be better this season. He said, "We've brought back a good nucleus. We're also better conditioned and more size. A lot of teams will be surprised by us."

Del Tufo noted Mullins will play a huge role for the Red Hawks this year. "Lee developed into one of the league's premier scorers. His leadership and confidence are a key ingredient to this year's success," he said.

At shooting guard, will be co-captain Garland Gillette. The 6'8" senior back is noted for his physical play inside, and is also a capable shooter from the perimeter, according to Del Tufo. Risteriski noted he will be a spark off the bench, and a key to the team's success.

Del Tufo also threw in the Garfield product adds more versatility to the team. He is Keith Hines, a 6'5" junior who transferred from Freehold. As a freshman, he was noted for his physical play inside, and is also a capable shooter from the perimeter, according to Del Tufo. Risteriski noted he will be a spark off the bench, and a key to the team's success.

Men's basketball looks to improve with added experience

by Michael Frasco

As the MSC men's basketball team seeks to improve in 1993, the 1992-93 campaign this weekend, second-year head coach Nick Del Tufo is faced once again with the challenge of molding his players into a viable unit.

When Del Tufo was tabbed as head coach in late August last year, Del Tufo faced a team that was the youngest and most inexperienced men's basketball program MSC had ever seen.

Del Tufo, a graduate of Upsala College, had no time for recruiting, so he had to find a way to make a team out of 12 players, 10 of whom were college basketball experience, and two who had a combined total of 13 games worth of experience.

Del Tufo, who replaced 24-year head coach Ollie Gelston, did not let the team's youth and lack of experience deter his enthusiasm for the challenge that was ahead. He implemented an up-tempo offense and a high-pressure defensive scheme which emphasized on intensity, comporture and execution.

The winning streak kept them from falling in the third that it took us out of our season with 931 yards. The next move is to add some needed punch to the team. He said, "Keith is a proven scorer in and out of the key." Hines will also be welcomed for his rebounding ability.

Running the point for MSC will be 6'1" freshman Jose Ortiz. The native of Spain, will provide the Red Hawks with outside shooting and leadership. Pete Risteriski, a 6'4" senior will play at the other forward. The Garfield product adds more versatility to the Red Hawks as he is noted for his physical play inside, and is also a capable shooter from the perimeter, according to Del Tufo. Risteriski noted he will be a spark off the bench, and a key to the team's success.

Providing a spark off the bench will be co-captain Garland Gillette. The 6'9" senior from Princeton is a fine all-around player. Last season he averaged just under 10 points per game, to go with five rebounds per contest. Gillette can also defend with the best of them. Del Tufo calls Gillette "a scrappy player who takes advantage of everything that he is given."

On the whole, the Red Hawks look to be in fairly good shape for the new season. The team has good size, a seasoned starting lineup, and more depth than last year. That just may be the winning formula that has eluded the program in recent years. The feeling is that this team is poised to at least make a run at midseason, if not better. The challenge awaits. Look for the 1992-93 men's basketball fact sheet on page 21 of this issue.